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What we’ll do

Catch predators at lake Mälaren. One particular interest about this area is the vastness of
the water surface and its inlets of shallow, weedy waters, bays and islands. Lake Mälaren is
a freshwater destination most famous for predators and more specifically for the Northern
Pike. Look for a dark skin and light spots with frequent sizes up to 110 cm. Among other
species, the Northern Pike is chased out through the milder seasons of the year. Lake
Mälaren is home to perch, pike perch and other ambush predators. Our guide will show you
exactly how to find the right location and use fly fish, live baits or lures to get the best catch
out there.

Where we’ll go

Whether on the lookout to fish the often underrated, exciting and quickly actionable Northern
Pike or learning how to catch other predators, Lake Mälaren is a breeding area for wildlife
such as Canada goose, black-headed gulls, eagles and beavers to be spotted while fishing.
The lake owes its name to an old Scandinavian language while the geology of the fishing
area ranges from ten-meter deep to shallow waters with aquatic vegetation and muddy
bottoms. The fishing area is at the center of the lake, located at a 45-minute drive from
Stockholm airport and 1h30 from Skavsta airport.

Accommodation

Swedish are famous for design. The Nordic style comes with pure, bright, essential home
decor enabling a comfortable, cozy atmosphere. Smaller groups of up to four anglers are
hosted in a full board B&B with single to double bedrooms. Including guided tours on a 5m70
rigid boat. Bigger groups are hosted in a traditional Swedish home with fully autonomous
kitchen, dining room, lounge area, sauna, deck with BBQ, two bathrooms and five double
bedrooms. Full board optional and guided tours on 4m50-5m rigid boats. Accommodation
includes free Wi-Fi and is located within walking distance from the pontoon.


